
ANYAC AWARENESS PROGRAM
Raising awareness on issues the youth should know about!

Issue #4
My Anti-Drug: White Pride

Drugs are never the answer and it is sad that so many
white youths turn to drugs as a solution to their problems.
Drugs lead to depression, rape, crime, and suicide. In fact,
statistics show that each year, 25,000 people take their own
lives. 

The majority of these deaths are teenagers. Not to mention
people who use needles stand a much greater chance at
contracting HIV or AIDS! Now, I know this problem can not
be fixed by me just telling you how bad they are or trying
to scare you like the television commercials and parent
talks, those commercials and talks only make you want to
rebel and try them half the time. 

It is up to you to make the right decision, an educated
decision. Think about this were ever they are drugs you will
usually find a Mexican, or Negro dealing them. Drugs are
part of the non-white culture. Most drugs come from non-
white countries mainly Mexico and Colombia and Crack was
invented by Negroes! Is that the kind of criminal people you
want to hang out with? 

Do you want to end up in jail, spun out, sick, diseased,
living in a hell hole, no education, no job, most likely no girl
or boy friend. You are a complete and useless loser who
lives his life in idol and pain. He who uses loses! Drugs are



forced upon you by friends and television but if you give in
to peer pressure you are weak. Be your own person, with
your own ideas! Drugs go against natural law for a reason,
if you are high you cannot focus or do anything. 

Drugs will seriously screw up your life, they are the plague
of society and this plague mainly effects our youth. Now, I
am sure you are saying (if you are a drug user) “how would
this straight edge kid know, he know nothing about drugs,
we just want to have fun, this kid is a loser!“ I am not
proud to admit it, but I was around that culture for about a
year or two before I was awoken and called to my true
destiny. I know first hand that drugs are for Negroes not
whites! We are better then that, we have a greater
purpose. 

Those two years of my life were dark. It effected my school
work, family life, health, and in general messed me up. So
take it from me if you have or have not tried them, do not
do narcotics! Especially white suburbia, you are not in the
ghetto, being black is not cool! Wake up a do something
healthy, you can honestly have fun without controlled
substances, and if that makes be a loser so be, but I will be
the one on top while you work a dead end job and die a
miserable man. Make the right choice, you will feel better!
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